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ACTIVITIES OF POLISH UNDERGROUND FORCES.

The Germans are getting into a state of absolute panic about the activities of the

Polish Underground Forces, The other day men of the Polish Underground Amy seized a

German armoured car in broad daylight in the streets of Warsaw, The car’s crew had

entered a cafe, leaving only the driver in charge. The Poles terrorised him and drove

off, putting him down in a lonely street, A state of alarm was ordered in all German

offices. Reports came in that the Poles were driving through Warsaw in an armoured car

to attack one of the German officers. Consequently all work ceased. The Germans took

their rifles and barricaded doors and windows. The state of alarm lasted all day.

Recently 100 Gestapo men laid seige for 3 hours to a house in the Saska Kemps Sq,

in Warsaw, in which a Pole whom they were trying to -arrest and his wife and small child

defended themselves to the end. The Germans foeced their way into one of the neighbour-

ing houses, but were driven out bybhand-grenades, They withdrew carrying their wounded

and dead with them. Reinforcements were called up until about 100 surrounded the house,

The Polish couple were defending themselves in one of the flats with a machine-gun and

hand-grenades. The Gormans set fire to that flat and the two adjoining it by means of

petrol flasks. The battle lasted three hours. At last the heroic defenders emerged on

to the balcony, from which they kept up their fire until all ammunition was gone, when

they fell. The Germans also killed their small child#

On March 4th members of the Polish Underground Army shot a German Labour Exchange

official named Smack, a notorious sadist and degenerate famous for his persecution of

Poles, Six other Germans who tried to defend him were shot,'

Owing to frequent sabotage on the railways in Poland carried out by the Polish Under

ground Forces, the Germans have now ordered that the forests be felled in a half-mile-

wide belt on both sides of the lines Cracow-Warsaw and Cracow-Lwow, This measure is

intended to prevent activities by the Polish Underground Forces, who often arrange

ambushes in the forests beside the lines.
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